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Summary 

 
This report is part of the presentation of the results obtained during the CMA 
component of the Sino-Danish Wind Energy Development (WED) program. It 
describes the methods and results of the project “A02 Measurements” which 
produced wind measurements from mast mounted anemometers and vanes in 
Dongbei in North-East China during 2008 to 2010. Main focus is given to the 
equipment supplied by Risø and the measurements taken by these systems. 
 
Twelve seventy meter high meteorology masts were raised during 2008 in the 
Dongbei region. Nine of these masts were equipped with both Risø and CMA 
instrumentation. Ten minute statistics on wind speed and direction for four height 
levels, temperature, pressure and heat flux are available. Detailed descriptions of the 
masts, instrumentation and data acquisition are available in this report. 
 
The measurements have been evaluated in order to provide guidelines for how to 
obtain a least uncertain measured data set. Specifically have the wind speed and 
direction measurements taken by the two instrumentations been compared and the 
uncertainties in the measurements have been estimated. 
 
At several masts very consistent measurement deviations are observed. This shows 
on impressive precision in fabrication, mounting and handling of the sensors, a high 
repeatability in the sensor output and high precision in the calibration procedure. 
However, at other stations deviations to the expected behavior are observed. 
 
It is estimated that the EL15-1A cup anemometer used by CMA has larger 
uncertainties due to non-optimal mounting and a bias in the wind speed 
measurement caused by turbulence. These errors can be mitigated by post correction. 
In addition the CMA instrumentation has a lower recovery rate in 2009 and it is 
therefore recommended to use the Risø cup anemometers as the primary wind speed 
sensor. On the other hand it is likely that the CMA wind direction measurements are 
superior to the Risø set up. 
 
For the year 2009 a complete set of Risø wind data has been obtained at 7 out of 9 
stations. A complete cover for all masts can be obtained by combining measurements 
from Risø and CMA sensors. A database containing all measured data has been 
established. 
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1 Introduction to project A02 
Measurements 

 
The “A02 Measurement” project within the CMA component of the Sino-Danish 
Wind Energy Development (WED) program regarding meso- and micro-scale 
modeling in China produced meteorological measurements from twelve meteorology 
masts in the Dongbei region of northeast China. Data was taken during 2008-2010 
and from 11 of 12 sites a full coverage was obtained for the year 2009. 
 
The measurements provide observed wind climates at the measurement sites, which 
can be used by micrositing software, like WAsP, to predict the resource potential, 
i.e. the expected Wh production from a specified turbine or wind farm in the vicinity 
of the mast1. 
 
In this project the measurement data has, in addition, been used as reference for 
mesoscale modeling2, in order to fine tune and estimate uncertainties. 
 
This report provides descriptions of the measurements, how to access data and 
estimates of the uncertainty in the measurements. 
 
Specifically to this project each mast was equipped with two different 
instrumentations. Comparisons between the two systems are made in order to 
improve measurement practices and make estimates of uncertainties. 
 
The outputs of this project are: 
 

• A quality controlled MySQL database collecting all measured data from the 
12 masts. 

• Statistics over the wind conditions at the twelve sites in 2009. 
• Observed wind climates in 2009 for all 12 masts generated by the WAsP 

climate analyst software. 
• This report describing the measurement methods and the recorded data. 

 

1.1 Measurements in the Wind Atlas Methodology 
 
10 minute averaged wind speed and direction measurements form the basis for the 
Observed Wind Climate at a site, for example generated by the WAsP Climate 
Analyst. In the Climate Analyst the measurement time series, approximately 50.000 
values, are congregated into a statistical description of the yearly wind conditions. 
The wind conditions at the site are described as wind speed distributions for a 
number, typically 12, of wind direction sectors, see Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Example of an observed wind climate file. The frequency of ten minute periods 
within 1 m/s wind speed bins are registered for 12 different wind direction sectors. For 
example,5.6% of the ten minute periods arrive from the third wind sector, 35 of those 
measurements had a wind speed between 7 and 8 m/s.  

 
The observed wind climate files can subsequently be used to generate Regional 
Wind Climates, i.e. generalized wind data where local effects due to topography and 
roughness have been removed, for example by WAsP. 
 
This generalized wind data can be used to predict the wind climate in the vicinity of 
the measurement location, typically within less than 50 km of the mast, by adding 
information about the topography and the roughness. 
 
The predicted wind climate can finally be used to estimate the output of a wind 
turbine or a farm at the site of interest. 
 
Other measurement data like the max and min wind speeds or the standard deviation 
in a ten minute period can be used to predict the 50 year wind and turbulence 
intensity data, for example in software like WAsP Engineering. These results are 
used by the wind energy industry to decide the turbine safety class that is need at the 
specific site. 
 
Measurements of temperature and pressure can be used to calculate the air density in 
order to choose the manufacturer provided power curve which is most accurate for 
the site conditions. Measurement of heat flux can be used as a help in tuning the 
input parameters that control the vertical extrapolation in the WAsP flow solver. 
 

1.1.1 The Importance of quality in measurements 
 
Since the energy produced by a turbine is strongly dependent on the wind speed, as 
U0-3 depending on wind speed range, an uncertainty in the measured and modeled 
wind speed is accelerated to a larger uncertainty in the estimated Annual Energy 
Production (AEP). The uncertainty in the predicted output of a farm depends on 
several factors, for example accuracy in topography maps, yearly variations of wind 
speed, heat flux etc, but also significantly due to uncertainty in the measurement.  
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Wind speed is measured three times for an AEP estimation, once at the site, once for 
the long term reference and once when establishing the power curve of a wind 
turbine, i.e. the description of the output given by a manufacturer for a turbine model 
at a specific wind speed. 
 
It is important to keep the uncertainties in wind speed measurements as low as 
possible since the economic viability of a project is directly connected to the 
produced energy. A standard uncertainty approaching 1% can be achieved by 
following international standards for calibrating and mounting of first class sensors. 
Acquired data should undergo a quality control by inspection, for example with the 
Climate Analyst, and preferably by comparison with redundant sensors. 
 

1.1.2 Quantity of measurements 
 
The measurements should not only be accurate, they should also be representative 
for the yearly wind conditions. Generation of regional wind climates is typically 
done for full years of data, the more full years the better. This ensures that the results 
are not affected by seasonal variations. Furthermore, missed data, due to failures of 
sensors or acquisition system, should be spread evenly over the year. A good number 
to aim for is a recovery rate exceeding 95%. 
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2 The meteorological stations 
 
The meteorological stations, i.e. masts, mounting, instrumentation and data 
acquisition systems are described in this section. An inspection trip was performed in 
2009 and gives further detail to the locations3. 
 

2.1 Wind atlas stations 
 

2.1.1 Location of measurement stations 
 
Measurement stations have been built in a variety of landscapes in order to asses the 
accuracy in different conditions. For example M05 is located in flat terrain with 
simple roughness, while MH5 is situated in hilly terrain and M02 observes coastal 
conditions. In general the similarity principle is considered overall good practice for 
WAsP modeling, in siting this refers to an ideal where the observation masts are 
located in similar terrain as the projected turbine location. To get geographic cover 
four masts where erected in each province, see Figure 2. 
 

 
Figure 2: Google map over the Dongbei region. The locations of the measurements 
station used in this study are marked with yellow stars. 
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The exact positions of the meteorological masts were determined using a Garmin eTrex 
GPS Receiver, see Table 1. The elevations of the mast positions were determined by the 
WAsP flow model4 from 5-m height contour elevation maps derived from Shuttle Radar 
Topography Mission (SRTM) 3 arc-second data. 
 

Province Longitude Latitude Elevation Easting Northing UTM 
[°E] [°N] [m a.s.l.] [m] [m] zone Mast ID 

Liaoning 
120.27608 41.10905 342 271280 4554439 51 01 
121.65722 39.73201 134 384932 4398875 51 02 
123.99825 41.16924 1017 583740 4558025 51 03 
121.83645 42.46533 315 404342 4702100 51 L5* 

Jilin 
122.27773 44.52714 168 442608 4930678 51 04 
123.65746 44.94102 136 551871 4976609 51 05 
124.10508 43.94166 185 588686 4865987 51 06 

J5* 124.01715 44.61596 155 580701 4940793 51 

Heilongjiang 
133.87547 48.21450 40 416464 5340753 53 07 
127.64503 47.66755 327 398278 5280240 52 08 
125.34413 45.74241 147 215611 5071930 52 09 
130.33285 46.64002 312 602009 5166025 52 H5*,** 

* Mast L5,J5 and H5 where only instrumented with CMA sensors. 

**The position of Mast H5 has not been independently verified and is therefore considered preliminary.  
 
Table 1. Mast coordinates and elevations. The datum used is WGS 84; elevations are 
determined by the WAsP flow model from SRTM3 maps with 5-m height contours. 
 

2.2 Instrumentation 
 
Measurement station M01-09 is instrumented with the sensors listed in Table 1. H5, 
J5 and M5 are only equipped with CMA instrumentation.  
 
Sensor Risø instrumentation CMA instrumentation 
Cup 
anemometer 

4 WindSensor P2546A 4 Tiajin Instruments 
EL15 - 1A  

Wind vane 2 Vector Instruments 
W200P 

2 Tiajin Instruments 
EL15-2D 

Absolute 
temperature 

1 Vaisala  1 Unknown 
HMP45A 

Temperature 
gradient 

1 Risø –DTU   
P2642A 

Barometric 1 Setra   
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pressure 278 
Relative 
humidity 

1 Vaisala    
HMP45A 

Table 1: List over brands and numbers of sensors used at measurement stations M01-09. 
H5, J5 and M5 are only equipped with CMA instrumentation. 

 
The layout of the mast is shown on the arrangement drawing in Figure 4. 
 
The instrumentation is energized by a lead-acid battery, which is trickle-charged by a 
small solar panel. This allows for autonomous operation. The power consumption of 
the station is so low that even if the solar panel should fail, the battery can supply 
power to the station for a few months. 
 
Descriptions of the mast and mounting can be found in this section. 
  

2.2.1 Mast description 
 
The masts used for the nine sites equipped with Risø sensors are identical equilateral 
triangular lattice masts. The masts are non-tapered and 70 m high. Solar cells have 
been mounted above 10 m. Below 10 m a platform has been installed to carry 
loggers and to protect the sensors and solar cells from theft, see Figure 3. 
 

 
 

Figure 3: Photography of lower part of meteorology mast. 

 
The distance between the mast legs are 0.5 m, the leg diameter is estimated to 3.5 cm 
while the interconnecting grid wiring has a diameter of 1.7 cm. From these data the 
drag coefficient of a tower is calculated according to IEC guidelines5 to be about 0.3. 
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2.2.2 Sensor mounting description 
 
At approximately 10, 30, 50 and 70 m booms have been mounted to carry the sensor 
equipment. P2546A cup anemometers are mounted at every level while W200P wind 
vanes are mounted at 30 and 70 m on the same boom as the cup. At each level a 
second boom is mounted which carries a EL15-1A anemometer. At 10 and 50 m 
height a third boom is mounted to carry the CMA vane at the end tip.  
 
A pressure sensor is mounted inside the data logger cabinet at 10 m height, a 
combined temperature and humidity sensor is mounted at 10 m height while a heat 
flux sensor is mounted at 9 and 69 m. 
 
A drawing of boom and sensors can be seen in Figure 4. 
 

 
Figure 4: Drawing of mast layout and sensor equipment. The right hand side and the box 
describe the Risø instrumentation. The left hand side shows the CMA instrumentation, 
consisting of EL15-1A cup anemometers and EL15-2D wind vanes. 

 
Risø sensors are mounted on booms with a 5 cm diameter. The free boom length is 
1.8 m. The cup anemometers are mounted at the end of the boom on support pins 
according to IEC guidelines5. The P2546A cup rotor is 62 cm above the boom. The 
vane is mounted 0.5m away from the tower side, see Figure 5. 
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Figure 5: Photography showing the mounting of cup anemometer and wind vane 
according to Risø standard boom mount. At the time when the photography was taken 
the two booms carrying CMA cups and vanes had not yet been mounted. 

 
CMA sensors are mounted on the end of booms with 1.8 m free length. However, the 
sensors are not mounted on support pins. The CMA boom has a diameter of 3.3 cm 
and it is estimated from photographs that the rotor is about 5 boom diameters above 
the boom, see Figure 6. 
 

 
Figure 6: Photography showing the CMA wind sensors mounted on 1.8 m booms. 

 

2.2.3 Tower wakes 
 
All cup anemometers, even those at the highest level, are boom mounted and thus 
experience tower wakes. This means that the wind passes through the tower before it 
is captured by the cup anemometer for a small wind sector. For these directions the 
measured wind speed can be underestimated with up to 50%. Even cup anemometers 
will shadow each other causing errors in the free wind estimate of up to 5%. 
 
The wind sector which will introduce tower or cup wakes can be estimated from 
blueprints like Figure 7 which shows the mounting set up on M05 from above. 
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0.5 m 

CMA cup ( 107°) 

Risø cup ( 168°) 

 
CMA vane at 50 and 10 m 
(288°) 

1.8 m 

Tower wake on Risø cup:       351° (359° -348
Tower w
Risø cup wake on CMA cup:  229° 
CMA cu

351° 

N 
285° 

°) 
ake on CMA cup:       285° (277° -287°) 

p wake on Risø cup:  49° 

49°

229°  
Figure 7: Blueprint of the set up at M05 from above. The Risø cup is mounted on a boom 
nominally pointing towards 168° while the CMA boom points towards 107°. The red 
dotted lines indicate wind directions which will introduce tower or cup wakes. 

 
Tower wakes on the Risø cup are expected when the wind arrives from around 351° 
and on the EL15-1A around 285°. At M05 the Risø cup will be shadowed by the 
EL15-1A when the wind arrives from around 49° and vice versa for 229°. 
 
These predictions can be verified by scatterplots of the CMA/Risø cup ratio, defined 
as the wind speed measured by the EL15-1A divided by the wind speed measured by 
the Risø cup, as a function of wind direction measured by the wind vane. The tower 
wakes will show up as a large spike and the cup wakes as smaller bumps in these 
scatter plots, as seen in Figure 8. 
 

 
Figure 8: CMA/Risø cup ratio as a function of wind direction at M05. From 70 to 10 m 
the values from each height is displaced with 0.2 m/s for clarity, 70 m in blue, 50 m 
purple, 30 m yellow and 10 m green. 
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The wakes are clearly visible and appear for the expected wind directions, for 
example at around 350° the Risø cup measures up to 45% less than the EL15-1A. 
Note that the positions of the spikes differ a little for the different heights. This is 
due to the uncertainty in the boom mounting and the wind direction measurement. 
Screening is best performed by estimating the width and placement of the spike from 
the cup ratio as a function of the wind direction measurement at that height. Also 
note that the cup anemometers which partially stick up above the tower have clear 
influence of tower wakes although slightly less pronounced than the others. The 
reason for the broadening of the tower wakes at 30 and 10 m is unclear. At ten 
meters a likely explanation could be the platform and solar cells mounted on the 
tower. The waviness of the cup ratio in the free sectors, repeated at all heights, can 
be explained by flow distortions around the tower and boom and will be further 
treated in chapter 4.1.1. 
 
Ideally the boom is mounted in a direction which minimizes the periods with tower 
wakes. Measurements which are contaminated are replaced by measurements from 
the other sensor. For example, at M05 Risø cup measurements could be used for the 
direction 70-320° while CMA data could be taken for the rest. However, as will be 
shown the measurements from the CMA and Risø cups deviate significantly. The 
bias in the relatively narrow cup wake sector might be smaller than the uncertainty in 
the post corrected CMA data. For the purpose of verifying the Wind Atlas to mast 
references it is likely sufficient to only replace wake influenced Risø data if the data 
set includes a large amount of measurements which are affected by tower wakes. A 
further complication is that for some periods in 2009 CMA data is not available and 
can therefore not be used as replacement. The only station with sufficient data 
coverage to replace all wakes is M04. 
 
The nominal pointing directions of the booms carrying the Risø sensors and the 
percentage of data captured from a wind direction which is ±20° from the direction 
opposite the boom pointing direction, and thus probably affected by the tower wake, 
are tabled in Table 2. 
 

Boom Direction [°] Tower wake[%] Province 

Liaoning   

Mast 01 312 2 

Mast 02 239 6 
Mast 03 36 12 

Jilin
Mast 04 163 14 
Mast 05 168 15 
Mast 06 316 6 

Heilongjiang
Mast 07 148* 5 
Mast 08 209 8 
Mast 09 235 10 
*The boom direction at M07   

 

Table 2: Table over nominal boom directions and percentage of measurement data 
which is affected by tower wakes. 
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Note that the wind vane is likely to be affected by the tower wakes as well. It is for 
now assumed that the turbulent flow through the tower will give a small random 
error to the wind direction measurement which will not be significant for the 
analyses performed within the project. 
 

2.3 Sensors 
 
Each of the sensors used are described in more detail below. All Risø sensors are 
constructed from marine-grade anodized aluminum, stainless steel and durable 
plastic. All exposed cables are custom made with high resistance to environmental 
degradation. 
 

2.3.1 Cup anemometer – P2546A 
 
The P2546A cup anemometer, Figure 9, has been extensively used for wind energy 
applications and has previously been tested thoroughly in wind tunnels6 as well as in 
the field7. The design and initial fabrication was made at Risø but since 2006 the 
product is manufactured and sold by Windsensor As8. 
 

 
Figure 9: The P2546A cup anemometer with its slender body, long neck and short 
rotation arms. The cups are cone shaped. 

The Risø cup has a high repeatability in wind tunnel calibration, estimated to be in 
the order of 0.15% in the calibration range from 4-16 m/s. The uncertainty in the 
absolute measurement of wind speed, i.e. the uncertainty in an accredited wind 
tunnel performance, is estimated to be about 0.1 m/s. However, deviations to this 
have been observed. For this project calibration of the P2546A anemometers were 
made in the wind tunnel at Svend Ole Hansen As9. 
 
The Risø cup is made specifically with modern wind turbines in mind and has a 
relatively high threshold, i.e. it produces accurate readings at comparably high wind 
speeds. However, in the 4-16 m/s interval it performs highly linearly in wind tunnels 
with a standard deviation of the residuals typically lower than 0.015 m/s, see Figure 
10. The Risø cup has also been used in comparisons with state of the art lidar 
anemometry, also in such tests the linearity is good10. 
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Figure 10: Calibration result of a Risø cup calibrated in the wind tunnel at Svend Ole 
Hansen As. The result is highly linear as seen from the spread of the residuals around 
zero to the right. The standard deviation in the residuals is lower than 0.015 m/s. 

 
The cup’s response to turbulence is very good, in low and medium turbulence 
intensities, up to 15%, it still provides the ten minute average wind speed with less 
than 0.5% overspeeding. However, the Risø cup has, as other cup anemometers, an 
unsymmetrical and relatively important response to large flow angles off horizontal6. 
Two of the sites selected for the comparison between the P2546A and the EL15-1A 
anemometer in chapter 4 are very flat and flow angles above a few degrees are 
unlikely.  
 
A large number of P2546A cup anemometers have been post calibrated after one to 
several years. These results indicate that the anemometer has insignificant 
degradation when use in the field over several years. 
 

2.3.2  Wind Vane – W200P 
 
The W200P wind vane is manufactured by Windspeed Limited and traded by Vector 
Instruments11, see Figure 5. It will be referred to as the Vector vane in this report. It 
is uses a 1 kΩ potentiometer to read the shaft angle position. 
 
The wind vane measurement is traditionally considered as less critical than the wind 
speed measurement. Offsets are often seen in comparisons between wind vanes. This 
is typically contributed to north alignment difficulties. The accuracy of alignment is 
often estimated to ±3°. 
 
Specific for potentiometer vanes is that they have short blank region in which no 
wind direction can be recorded. For the ten minute average this will in the worst case 
introduce very small errors since the wind direction naturally will vary around and 
over the blank region during a 10 minute period. 
 

2.3.3 Cup anemometer - EL15-1A 
 
The EL15-1A anemometer used by CMA is manufactured by Tianjin Meteorological 
Instruments Works12. It is designed for standard meteorology measurements. Its 
expected duty-time before refurbishment is long and it records low wind speeds 
accurately. The design therefore differs in several ways from the P2546A.The EL15-
1A anemometer has a larger body and longer arms and the rotor part is mounted on a 
shorter neck, see Figure 11. The three cups have a semi-spherical shape. 
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Figure 11: The EL15-1A cup anemometer. 

 
Calibration of CMA sensors has reportedly mainly been performed at CMA in 
Beijing but some cups have been calibrated at the Provincial Meteorological 
Administrations in the three provinces. 
 

2.3.4 Wind vane – EL15-2D 
 
The EL15-2D wind vane used by CMA is manufactured by Tianjin Meteorological 
Instruments Works13, see Figure 12. It uses an optoelectronic detections system to 
estimate the angular rotation. 
 

 
Figure 12: The EL15-2D wind vane. 

 

2.3.5 Temperature, humidity and pressure sensors 
 
Temperature and humidity is measured by a radiation shielded Vaisala HMP 45A 
sensor. The accuracy in the temperature measurement over the range -40 to +60 °C is 
given by the manufacturer as ±0.5 °C. The in field accuracy of the humidity 
measurement is stated as ±3 %RH.14  
 
Pressure is captured by a Setra 278 barometer with a range of 600-1000 mb. The 
sensor is based on a calibrated pressure sensitive electrical capacitor. The sensor is 
mounted inside the logger cabinet. The accuracy in the absolute measurement is 
given by the manufacturer as ±2.0 hPa/mb for the temperature range -40 to +60 °C.15
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Heat flux is measured by a passive radiation shielded Risø P2642A. 500-Ohm 
platinum resistance temperature sensors are mounted on booms at 9 and 69 m. When 
interconnecting the two sensors, an active half-bridge is formed. The sensors are 
calibrated with an uncertainty of 0.1 °C but the accuracy in the temperature gradient 
is better since the errors in the two levels are of the same order. 
 

2.4 Data Acquisition 
 
The sensors are sampled and the measurements are conditioned and stored in a 
Campbell Scientific CR1000 datalogger. These dataloggers are used worldwide for 
environmental monitoring and are reputed for their accuracy and reliability.  
Specification for analogue inputs: 
Input voltage range: -5000 mV to +5000 mV. 
Measurement resolution: 0.67 μV to 1333 μV 
 
The sample rate is one Hz. Every 10 minute statistics of the measurements are 
calculated and stored together with time information. Data is stored in a ring 
memory with a capacity of 4MB, more than six months of 10 minutes statistic 
measurements of all sensors. The memory on the Risø loggers is extended with a 
flash card build on which allows for storage of more than 1 years 10 minute 
statistics. When full, new data overwrites old data. The memory is non-volatile 
meaning that data will be retained even when not powered. The datalogger memory 
is expanded with a flash card so that there is room for more than 12 month of data. 
 
The data acquisition equipment is installed in a lockable stainless steel enclosure. 
Recorded data is transmitted from the anemometer mast to CMA and the provinces 
utilizing GSM. 
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3 Description of data treatment 
 
The data logger takes samples once per second and stores the ten minute statistics of 
these values. The statistics recorded are averages, maxima, minima and standard 
deviations. 
 
The following equation is used to calculate the standard deviation: 

 

where  is the standard deviation of x, and N is the number of samples. 
 
For the wind directions the unit wind vector algorithm is used for the mean wind 
direction: 

x/Uy) 
where 

 ,  
 
For the standard deviation of wind direction (Yamartino algorithm) 

 
Where 

 
 
The resolution of the pulse counters is one count. The resolution of frequency is (1 / 
measurement interval). For example, the frequency resolution of the wind speed 
measurement returning a result every 1 second is 1 Hz or approximately 0.6 m/s. 
This can be seen on the minimum and maximum values of the wind speed but for the 
average and standard deviation of the wind speed the resolution is much better since 
no counts are lost. 
 
All magnetic bearings (M) are aligned towards geographic north. The inclination is 
added in the post processing. 
 
All the values otherwise received from the logger are calibrated, the calibration 
constants for each sensor are entered in the datalogger program. 
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4 Comparison of instrumentations 
 
Two types of anemometers where installed on nine of the masts in the Dongbei-
project; the P2546A and the EL15-1A cup anemometer. Also two types of wind 
vanes where used, the W200P from Vector Instruments and the EL15-2D. 
 
Since all anemometers are boom mounted they do not make accurate wind speed 
measurement at all times since they are affected by tower wakes for specific wind 
sectors. However, since two sensors, although of different type, are mounted at each 
level at least one sensor will always sense an undisturbed wind. To gain high 
accuracy information of the full wind climate, wind speed measurements from both 
sensors has to be combined. Recommendations are given for how to generate 
observed wind climates with highest accuracy from the two measurements. To 
obtain the best data sets the sensor with lowest uncertainty in the measurement 
should be used as the primary sensor. 
 
This section describes a comparison of the different wind sensing instruments. The 
sensor geometry, calibration and mounting differ for the two set ups and the 
measurement accuracy is therefore likely to be different. The comparison sets out to 
study and try to explain significant biases in the wind speed measurement and asses 
which anemometer that has the lowest uncertainty in it’s measurement and thus 
should be used as the primary sensor. 
  
Primarily has data from mast M05 been studied. This non-complex site is expected 
to have limited off-horizontal flow, simple turbulence and small shear. The mounting 
of the instruments have been confirmed by photographs. The wind conditions at the 
site during the measurements for this campaign are roughly similar to those at the 
Test Facility for Large Wind Turbines in Høvsøre, Denmark, where the Risø cup has 
been used for several years and mounting configurations featuring Risø cups on two 
booms at the same height level are present7. 
 
Furthermore, the comparison can predict a specific pattern in the relation of the 
measurements. Deviations to this pattern give an indication that one of the sensors at 
the site is faulty and can be used as a flag in quality assurance. 
 
As will be shown the cup anemometer measurements deviate due to several reasons. 
Errors in the wind direction measurements are also observed. In the comparison 
some expected deviations are examined, like flow distortion from mast and boom as 
well as separate offsets and gain factors due to calibration in separate reference wind 
tunnels. Other possible error sources like the response to turbulence and temperature 
are studied. Furthermore, the sensors are examined for degradation. The error 
sources have been evaluated and corrected one after the other. For a higher accuracy 
in the extracted formulas, for example for needed in a bankable project at one of the 
test sites, a second iteration to extract correction formulas could be attempted. This 
report focuses on finding the patterns, reasons and preliminary correction formulas. 
 

4.1 Expected error sources 
 
In field measurements taken by two sensors mounted at the same level of a tower 
will differ, even if they are of the same brand. The repeatability in the wind tunnel 
calibration is limited, although much higher if the same wind tunnel is used for both 
sensors. This uncertainty gives errors in offset and gain. Furthermore, flow distortion 
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due to the mast has a direction dependent influence which is related to the boom 
pointing direction and thus gives different wind speed results from the two sensors 
during a ten minute period. Flow models, in field experiments and wind tunnel 
measurement results have been used to predict the errors caused by flow distortion 
around the tower. Specifically for the mounting in this comparison is that the Risø 
sensor is mounted on a support pin while the CMA is not. Also these effects has 
previously been estimated from models and studied experimentally in wind tunnels. 
 

4.1.1 Flow distortion around mast and boom 
 
The measurement of wind speed taken by a boom mounted cup anemometer is 
influenced by the flow distortion around the mast and the boom. The influence can 
be mitigated by using long booms and support pins in mounting. Both effects have 
been studied previously and IEC guidelines are available5. 
 
The flow distortion around the boom significantly affects the measurement of wind 
velocity if the cup rotor distance from the boom, r, is insufficient in relation to the 
boom diameter D. Measurements of the influence on P2546A anemometers have 
been performed in wind tunnels7, 16. The influence can be modeled as a sinusoidal 
with a period of 2 over 360 degrees. The maximum deviation occurs when the boom 
is in line or perpendicular with the wind flow, see Figure 13 for an example with the 
boom pointing at 97°. For a r/D ratio of 6.8 the amplitude of the influence on the 
wind speed measurement due the flow distortion was measured to 2 % while a r/D of 
15 is expected to give no significant influence. The r/D for the EL15-1A is roughly 
estimated to 5 and the amplitude of the flow distortion is thus expected to be slightly 
larger than 2 %. 
 
The flow distortion around a lattice mast can significantly affect the boom mounted 
anemometer measurement if the booms are short. Guidelines have been drawn by the 
IEC5 for how to design a boom setup in order to achieve measurements with higher 
than 99% accuracy. However, the guidelines have been reported by several authors17 
to slightly underestimate the impact of the distortion. 
 
The drag coefficient on the 70 m masts in Dongbei was calculated according to the 
IEC guidelines to be about 0.3. The centre-line deficiency for lattice towers, i.e. the 
measurement deviation do to flow distortion when the wind comes in towards the 
tower and hits the anemometer first, along the cup-mast centre direction, can be 
calculated from the IEC guideline and can optionally be scaled to match 
experimentally obtained results. 
 
The center-line deficiency for the lattice tower with a drag coefficient of 0.3, tower 
width of 0.5 m and a free boom length of 1.8 m is estimated to be in the order of 
0.5% and can be scaled to 0.85% to concur with previously obtained experimental 
results. The distortion on a cup anemometer can be modeled as a sinusoidal with a 
period of 1 over the 360 degrees with maximum underspeeding when the wind 
approaches the tower along the boom. 
 
The effect on the cup ratio of the flow distortion induced on the EL15-1A by the 
boom is modeled as UCMA/URisø = 1-A1cos ( 2 (dir-dirCMAboom) ), where A1 is the 
amplitude of the distortion, dir is the wind direction and dirCMAboom the pointing 
direction of the boom. The boom induced flow distortion on the Risø cup is assumed 
to be negligible. The effect of the combined boom and mast induced distortion is 
modeled as UCMA/URisø = (1-A1cos ( 2 (dir-dirCMABoom) ) + A2cos (dir-dirCMABoom))/ 
(1+ A2cos (dir-dirRISØBoom)) where A2 is the amplitude of the flow distortion effect 
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due to the mast. An example for the mast, boom and support pin dimensions used in 
Dongbei can be seen in figure 4.  
 

 
Figure 13: Expected wind speed ratio taken by the EL15-1A and the Risø cup as a 
function of wind direction. The red plot only takes into consideration the flow distortion 
from the boom on the EL15-1A here with a boom pointing at 97° and with a modeled 
amplitude of 2%. The green plot only takes into consideration the phase shifted flow 
distortion on both cups due to the mast. The boom directions are counted from the 
geometric center of the mast, as 107° and 168° for the CMA and Risø boom respectively. 
The amplitude is modeled as 0.8%. The purple plot shows the modeled combined result 
of the two flow distortions. 

 
The dimensions of the booms and masts used in the Dongbei region are well 
designed and the influence from the tower is comparably small compared to the flow 
distortion expected from the mounting of the EL15-1A without support pin. 
 
Note that the flow distortion modeling assumes that no other equipment, e.g. solar 
cells or platforms, are mounted on the mast in vicinity to the cup anemometers. 
 
In field experimental evidence of the flow distortion is estimated from scatter plots 
of CMA/Risø cup ratios as functions of wind direction. In order to avoid other errors 
the data set has been screened to only include ten minute periods with a wind speed 
between 4-16 m/s measured in temperatures above 2 °C. In Figure 14 such scatter 
plots from 70 to 10 m height at M05 are presented. 
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Figure 14: The CMA/Risø cup ratio as a function of wind direction at M05, top right at 
70m, bottom left at 10 m. The red line indicates the predicted influence from the flow 
distortion caused by mounting the CMA without a support pin on a boom pointing at 
107°.  

 
The measurements are in good agreement with the prediction at 30-70 m height. At 
10 m height complex flow distortions due to the platform are likely to explain the 
deviation from the expected pattern. However, the spread in the cup ratio for a 
specific wind direction range is large in comparison with a standard deviation of 
0.03 m/s when Risø cups calibrated in the same tunnel and with identical mounting a 
tested against each other in the field. Furthermore, the CMA/Risø cup ratio seems to 
be displaced below 1, indicating that the Risø cup on average gives higher 
measurements than the EL15-1A. The explanation to this is likely to be a difference 
in the calibration reference and a significant turbulence response connected to the 
EL15-1A, as will be shown in sections 4.1.3 and 4.2. 
 
The wind sector which is free from influence of tower and cup wakes extends from 
about 70 to 220 degrees and this sector will be used in the continued study. Due to 
the restriction of free wind sector only a little bit less than one period of the boom 
induced flow distortion is available. This seems to be sufficient to confirm the 
typical period of the boom induced flow distortion but makes it difficult to 
experimentally differentiate the contribution of boom and mast influence, i.e. the 
purple and the red graph in Figure 13. For the purpose of further investigation of 
other errors this is of little importance since any fit which flattens the cup ratio in the 
selected wind sector will do. However, post correction has to be done blindly, i.e. by 
trusting the theoretical formulas and estimating the model parameters from geometry 
without support of experimental measurements. 
 
Similar results are obtained at M07, although phase shifted since the CMA boom 
direction is different and wake effects occur for different wind directions, see Figure 
15. The free wind sector is estimated to cover 200 to 360° from study of the 
mounting geometry. Due to unidentified errors in the vane measurements the wind 
direction measured at 70 m was used for all heights in this analysis. 
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Figure 15: The CMA/Risø cup ratio as a function of wind direction at M07, top right at 
70m, bottom left 10 m. Note that the wind direction is measured by the vane at 70 m for 
all comparisons The red line indicates the predicted influence from the flow distortion 
caused by mounting the EL15-1A without a support pin on a boom pointing at 250°. 

 
In the free wind sector the shape of the cup ratio is fairly well represented at 30-70 m 
height also at M07. The cup ratio at 70 m is further shifted below 1, possibly an 
indication of a surplus gain error from a 2-3% overestimation of the Risø cup or 
underestimation of the EL15-1A. Again at 10 m the cup ratio is significantly 
different. However, at M02, a mast placed in slightly complex terrain the picture is 
not as clear, see Figure 16. The uncertainty in the wind direction measurement is 
large on M02 and the 70 m vane has been used consistently. 
 

 
Figure 16: The CMA/Risø cup ratio as a function of wind direction at M02, top right at 
70m, bottom left 10 m. Note that the wind direction is measured by the vane at 70 m for 
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all comparisons The red line indicates the predicted influence from the flow distortion 
caused by mounting the CMA without a support pin on a boom pointing at 300°. 

 
The cup ratio at 70 m on M02 differs significantly from that observed at 50 and 30 
m. The boom pointing direction has been confirmed to be consistent at all heights. A 
possible explanation could be tilted mounting of one sensor at 70 m height. 
However, the fit at 50 and 30 m seem slightly worse than at M05 and M07. Again 
the 10 m result differs considerably. 
 
In order to continue the investigation the following correction formula has been 
applied to the screened data set which only includes measurements from the free 
wind sector corresponding to the specific mast. 
 

( )1 cos(2
meas

corrected
wind boom

UU
A dir dir

=
− ⋅ − )

   (1) 

 
With A = 2% and dirboom for the specific configuration at the examined mast. 
 
An example of the improvement in the corrected data can be seen in Figure 17. 
 

  

Figure 17: Cup ratio as a function of wind direction for measured (left) and post 
corrected (right) data. Data taken at 70 m on M05. 

It is possible that the amplitude of 2% gives a slight overcorrection and a second 
iteration where the influence from other error sources are mitigated, for example by 
screening on turbulence and a tighter wind speed range, could give a better estimate 
of A. 
 

4.1.2 Influence of installation height difference of cup anemometers 
 
The CMA and Risø cups do not have their rotors positioned at exactly the same 
height. The CMA boom is sometimes fixed above and sometimes below the Risø 
boom but in close vicinity, estimated to ±20 cm from photographs, see Figure 18. 
The largest difference is due to the support pole which is likely to put the Risø rotor 
about an additional 50 cm above the CMA rotor. 
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Figure 18: The cup anemometers are mounted so that the rotors have a slightly different 
height above ground. At some levels the CMA boom can be below the Risø boom like the 
lower pair on the picture, at others mounting can be reversed as for the top booms.  

 
Due to wind shear the cup anemometers will sense a slightly different wind speed. 
The shear at M05 is relatively limited. The local shear, i.e. the wind speed change in 
m/s per meter in height close to a specific cup anemometer position, can be 
calculated as the derivative of a profile fit to the four wind speed measurements. The 
wind speed measurement difference due to the different sensing heights is likely to 
be larger at lower heights where the local shear is large. An example of the local 
shear distribution at 50 m height at M05, obtained from wind speed measurements 
by the Risø cups, is given in Figure 19. The data set is screened to avoid low 
temperatures and wind speeds outside the calibration range of the P2546A cup 
anemometer. 
 

 
Figure 19: Local shear at 50 m height at M05 obtained from the derivate of a fit to the 
wind speed measurements taken by the Risø cups. 

 
The error due to a potential 0.5 m difference in sensing height at M05 is small, less 
than 0.6% as seen see Figure 20, in comparison with the deviations between the Risø 
and EL15-1A cup anemometers. 
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Figure 20: An estimate of the error caused by measuring at 0.5 m different heights at 50 
m at M05. 

 
Errors due to differences in mounting height are comparably small and the height 
difference differs for individual pairs. Sensing height errors have not been corrected 
or taken into account in the further analysis. Yet since shear is correlated to both 
turbulence and wind speed even small errors will introduce some uncertainties in 
linear regressions. 
 

4.1.3 Calibration reference 
 
Wind tunnel calibrations have limited precision. The IEC standard for power 
performance testing applies a 0.1 m/s standard uncertainty in the reference accuracy, 
while a commonly mentioned number from the Measnet group is 1% These values 
also seem to be a good estimate of the spread in calibrations performed in different 
tunnels. However, the repeatability in a good wind tunnel is typically much higher, 
with a standard uncertainty smaller than 0.2%. 
 
Since the CMA and Risø cups have been calibrated in different wind tunnels they are 
likely to have consistent differences in their measurements both in the form of an 
offset but also as a gain difference. It can not be estimated if either of the reference 
sources has a higher accuracy from comparisons of measurements in the field. 
However, if results from the two sensors are to be combined to a final data set the 
measurements should be matched, i.e. traced to the same source. Since the Risø set 
up will be shown to be connected with smaller uncertainties and has a higher 
coverage for the year 2009 it will be chosen as the primary sensor. The CMA results 
will therefore be matched to the Risø cup. 
 
Wind tunnel reference differences are best tested by repeated calibration of the same 
sensors in both tunnels. The difference between the wind tunnel references, 
including the effects of possible burn-in effects, can be estimated from in field data 
by a linear regression between the two sensors. In Figure 21 the difference in CMA 
and Risø measurements are plotted as a function of Risø wind speed. The data has 
been corrected for the flow distortion as discussed in chapter 4.1.1 and screening is 
done so the comparison only includes ten minute averages within the cup calibration 
range 4-16 m/s and with temperatures above 2 °C coming from wind directions for 
which both cups are unaffected by wakes. 
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Figure 21: Difference in wind speed measurement taken by the CMA and the Risø cup 
anemometers as a function of wind speed measured by the Risø cup. Data taken at 70 m 
height on M05. 

 
The Risø cup anemometer seems to measure higher wind speeds than the CMA 
sensor on average. However, the measurement difference is not linear towards wind 
speed as expected from a pure wind tunnel reference difference. This could be due to 
an imperfect correction for flow distortions combined with a wind speed dependence 
on direction or to other error sources, e.g. non-linear errors in calibration.  
 
However, a more likely explanation can be sought in the design differences in the 
two cup anemometers. The larger cups and longer arms of the EL15-1A gives a 
larger inertia. It can be suspected that the EL15-1A overspeeds already at medium 
turbulences. A comparison of the turbulence response follows in section 4.2. 
 

4.2 Turbulence response 
 
The geometry of the two anemometers differs. It is likely that the longer arms and 
larger cups on the CMA anemometer will give the cups higher inertia and therefore a 
biased response in turbulence. Experimental results in the form of a large spread and 
an offsets around 1 in the flow distortion corrected cup ratio, as seen in Figure 14, is 
typically an indication of different response of the cup anemometers. 
 
The response to turbulence for the Risø cup has been tested in wind tunnels. The 
distance constant of the Risø cup is estimated to 1.8 m and significant over speeding 
occurs first above 15% turbulence intensity6. The response to turbulence can be 
tested from in field data e.g. by comparing the difference in the Risø and CMA 
measurements as a function of the standard deviation in the ten minute average 
measurement. However, it can also be expressed as the cup ratio versus the 
turbulence intensity for example. The comparison is made further complex by the 
correlation between turbulence and wind speed and the likely difference in the tunnel 
reference. 
 
In Figure 22 the ten minute averaged wind speed measurement difference between 
the Risø and the EL15-1A anemometer is plotted as a function of the standard 
deviation in the CMA measurement for 30-70 m height at M05. Although the 
sensors have bias differences in their wind speed measurements the standard 
deviation over ten minutes differ with less than a few percent and either value could 
be used for the investigation. The advantage of expressing the difference towards 
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CMA turbulence is that the measurement can be self correcting and work also when 
a Risø reading is not available due to tower wake, as on e.g. ML5. 
 

 
Figure 22: CMA-Risø measurement as a function of the standard deviation in the wind 
speed measured by the EL15-1A during ten minutes. The CMA measurements are 
corrected for flow distortion and data is screened on wind direction, speed and 
temperature as explained in the text. Data is taken at M05 at 70m (top left), 50 m (top 
right) and 30 m (bottom). The green line shows the response that is expected from 
comparing an ideal sensor and the Risø cup. The red lines show least square fits to the 
measurements. 

 
Although the M05 site has comparably little turbulence a strong increase, of 0.1 to 
0.2 m/s, in the speed measurement with turbulence is visible in the plot. Also not that 
during very little turbulence, comparable to the conditions in a wind tunnel, the Risø 
measurement is considerably higher than the CMA measurement. This effect is 
likely the result of differences in the wind tunnel reference. Note that the two errors 
will balance each other and for a medium turbulent site the average difference 
between Risø and CMA measurements will be smaller than at a low turbulent site. 
 
The linear least square fits, CMA-Risø = m + k·σCMA, to the measured data obtained 
give, m = {-0.18, -0.17, -0.15} m/s and k = {0.14, 0.07, 0.10} for heights {70, 50, 
30} m. At M07 m = {-0.25, -0.19, -0.11} m/s and k = {-0.02, 0.15, 0.08} for heights 
{70, 50, 30} m is obsevred. As expected from the cup ratio plot in Figure 15 the 70 
m measurement is non-representative but otherwise the results are fairly consistent 
 
In order to attempt to separate the influence due to reference differences and 
turbulence response a more complex analysis has to be applied. The difference in the 
measurement can be studied simultaneously as a function of wind speed and 
turbulence in a two parametric regression analysis. An example is shown in Figure 
23. 
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Figure 23: Plot of the CMA-Risø measurement as a function of Risø speed and σCMA. The 
fitted plane from the two parametric regression analysis is plotted in the graphs and in 
the middle plot the errors are seen along the turbulence axis, thus showing the estimated 
response towards wind speed when the effects of turbulence are compensated for. In the 
same way the bottom graph shows the response to turbulence without the effect of 
reference error in the gain. Data is taken from 50 m at M05. 

 
The regression result, CMA-Risø = m + k1·σCMA+ k2·Risø, gives m = {-0.15, -0.11, -
0.12}, k1 = {0.15, 0.12, 0.11} and k2 = {-0.3%, -1.1%, -0.3%} for the heights {70, 
50, 30} m. 
 
The results are fairly consistent. The spread in the extracted parameters obtained at 
the different heights can be explained by the uncertainty in the flow correction, the 
assumption of a linear response to the standard deviation in the wind speed 
measurement during ten minutes as well as by the individuality of the calibrated 
sensors. 
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The obtained results can be used to post correct and match CMA data to Risø data. 
With the current accuracy it is not possible to state if it is better to use the result 
obtained for a specific cup pair or to use the average offset, gain and turbulence 
response obtained for several pairs.  
 
As an example, post correction has been applied to the data obtained at M05. The 
data was corrected for flow distortion due to boom according to equation 1 with an A 
= 1.8%. The turbulence response correction and matching to Risø data was obtained 
according to equation 2. 
 

0.15 0.12corrected Measured CMACMA CMA σ= + − ⋅   (2) 
 
An example of the improvement after corrections can be seen in Figure 24. The data 
set includes the 11.828 recovered ten minute averages between the 16th of October 
2009 and the 8th of December 2010 and is not screened on temperature or direction. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 24: CMA-Risø cup ratio as function of wind direction, uncorrected (left) and 
corrected in purple over uncorrected in blue (right). Data taken at 30 m height at M05. 

 
The corrections seem to work generally well at all heights. The spread in the 
differences in the measurements is significantly reduced, see Figure 25. 
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Figure 25: Histograms over CMA-Risø wind speed measurements before (left) and after 
(right) corrections. Data from the undisturbed wind sector 70 – 220° at 50 m at M05. 

 
The standard deviation in the errors decrease with approximately 50% from 0.12-
0.14 to 0.05-0.06 m/s at the three heights. 
 
Similar results can be obtained for 50 and 30 m at M07 while it cannot be achieved 
for example at M02. A full error analysis should be performed for each specific site 
in order to make clear if corrections and matching of CMA data can be applied. This 
is time consuming, difficult and connected with rather large uncertainties. If the data 
set includes relatively few Risø data which are contaminated by tower wakes only a 
small improvement can be expected. In addition the CMA data does not cover the 
full year of 2009 except for M04. 
 

4.3 Degradation and temperature dependence 
 
Another important cup characteristic are the long term stability of the output. 
However, since the temperature differs significantly over the year at the test site it is 
important to be able to separate influence from temperature and from degradation. At 
some of the test sites in Dongbei the temperatures differ from -35 to +30 °C over one 
year. In the previous chapters testing has only been performed in plus 2 °C.  
 
The analysis is complicated by the error sources explained in chapter 4.1 and 4.2. 
Winter and summer are often characterized by differences in turbulence, shear, wind 
speed and direction. The precision in the evaluation is therefore low because of the 
uncertainties in the correction and matching of data. To mitigate the effects from the 
uncertainty in the flow distortion, only wind arriving from a narrow sector from 160-
190°, where possible residue errors from the flow distortion correction on the EL15-
1A at M05 changes slowly, has been included in the analysis. 
 
Time series of corrected CMA-Risø cup ratios in the narrow wind sector and for 
wind speed above 4 and below 16 m/s can be seen in Figure 26 the deviation as a 
function of temperature is given in Figure 27. A few periods with cup freezing are 
observed when the temperature is just below zero and the humidity is high. These 
periods can for example be seen as a vertical line at -2°C in Figure 27. 
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Figure 26: Time series of the CMA-Risø cup ratio for selected data from M05, 70 m (top 
left), 50 m (top right) and 30 m (bottom). A temperature description, 1+ 
Temperature/1000, scaled to the y-axes is plotted in blue. 

 

 
Figure 27: CMA-Risø cup ratio as a function of temperature.  

 
The cup ratio seem to vary around 1 with ±2% with more positive values in negative 
temperatures and more negative values in positive temperatures. The behavior seems 
consistent at all three heights and the transition seems to occur between 5 and 10°C. 
The ten minute periods in positive temperatures in the beginning of the series, 
although few, indicate that the observation is probably not an observation of 
degradation. The possibility that the observations in Figure 26 are related to bad 
corrections of speed and turbulence is unlikely since the cup ratio deviations do not 
seem to be related to neither speed nor turbulence, defined as standard deviation in 
the ten minute period, as seen in the time series plot in Figure 28.  
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Figure 28: Time series of the CMA-Risø cup ratio for selected data from M05, 70 m. 
Wind speed, 1+Risø speed/500, and turbulence, 1+σRisø/50, descriptions scaled to the y-
axes are plotted in green respectively yellow. 

 
Large shear can be expected at high temperatures but the effects on the cup 
comparison are probably limited to 0.6 % as explained in chapter 4.1.2. A final 
reason could be a large response to off horizontal flows. It is generally expected that 
a cup anemometer will underspeed in off horizontal flow as is the case for the Risø 
cup. Since the CMA-Risø ratio is below 1 at high temperature, an explanation 
connected to off horizontal flows would demand that the CMA sensor under speeds 
more than the Risø cup. However, the analysis is at this point pushed to its limits and 
no clear conclusion can be drawn on the behavior as a function of temperature or 
degradation. 
 
Contra intuitively it seems as if the measurement uncertainty is smaller in negative 
temperatures. The possible temperature effect seems to be smaller than 1% on 
average. Whatever the reason, periodic errors in positive temperatures have affected 
the accuracy of the extraction of correction formulas. Nevertheless, the corrections 
extracted in warm weather and applied to the cold weather data on M05 seem to 
work exceptionally well. More accurate correction formulas could probably be 
extracted from data sets exclusively including negative temperatures. A quick study 
on the less than 3°C data from M05 gives similar conclusion to those drawn in the 
positive wind climate. 
 

4.3.1 Conclusion on cup anemometer comparison 
 
At M05 and M07 very consistent measurement deviations are observed. This shows 
on impressive precision in mounting and handling of the sensors, a high repeatability 
in the sensor output and high precision in the calibration procedure. This makes it 
possible to experimentally evaluate the accuracy of the measurements. 
 
An observed deviation of approximately ±2% depending on wind direction fits very 
well with errors observed in wind tunnels on cup anemometers mounted without 
support pins. The relative response in turbulence of approximately 0.2 m/s has here 
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been related to the CMA sensor since both experimentally and theoretically the 
turbulence response of a cup anemometer with high inertia traditionally is connected 
with overspeeding. Risø sensors have previously been investigated in wind tunnels 
to be affected by turbulence first at high turbulence. 
 
Furthermore it is likely that a difference in the reference sources has been observed 
which is in the order of 0.2 m/s. This value can be used to match the data sets to each 
other. In this report we have chosen to match the data to the Risø sensor which seem 
to be connected with the lowest uncertainties and has the highest recovery rate of 
data. Degradation and temperature response has to be further investigated. 
 
At some other sites, for example M02, the measurement deviations are larger. 
 
The investigation shows that the anemometers mounted at 70 m also suffer from 
mast wakes in spite of partially sticking up above the mast. However, for any wind 
direction at least one of the cup anemometers is not significantly affected by a wake. 
At M05 the lowest measurement uncertainty is probably obtained when avoiding 
tower and cup wakes by using the Risø cup for the 70-320 degrees wind sector and 
the EL15-1A for the rest. For the M07 mast where the two cup anemometers are 
placed closer together some residue of the tower wake might overlap at 130 degrees, 
making both measurements slightly affected at the same time. 
 

4.4 Comparison of the wind direction measurements 
 
Only one vane is installed at each height and some measurement deviations in the 
comparisons are likely due to wind veer, i.e. wind direction variation with height. 
Furthermore is it difficult to achieve a perfect alignment of the vanes north direction 
and some offset, typically expected to be in the order of ±3°, should be expected 
between different sensors. Yet in simple flat terrain it is possible to examine wind 
vanes for defects by for example studying the measured veer, i.e. the deviation in 
wind direction measurements at different heights as a function of wind direction at 
one height. For a measurement height difference of 20 m the veer can be expected to 
be fairly linear. Vane type differences can therefore be studied by balancing the veer 
measurement from two different vanes by the veer measurement taken by two 
similar vanes. 
 
Wind direction measurements at the Test site for Large Wind Turbines in Høvsøre, 
which has a similar but slightly less conservative boom length to tower solidity ratio, 
are affected by tower wakes. The deviations are in the order of ± 10 degrees. The 
tower wake is also visible in the standard deviation of the wind direction 
measurements in a ten minute period. 
 
The vanes have only been tested in positive temperatures and for wind speeds faster 
than 4 m/s. 
 

4.4.1 Results on M05 
 
The repeatability of the wind direction measurement at M05 has been evaluated 
firstly by comparison between the same vane types. The result of the veer measured 
by the W200P can be seen in Figure 29. 
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Figure 29: Wind veer as a function of wind direction at M05, measured as wind vane 
reading at 70 m minus wind vane reading at 30 m using the W200P vanes. 

 
The veer measured by the W200P vanes looks plausible and without any direction 
dependence. A similar pattern is observed with the CMA vanes. The histograms for 
the two veer distributions looks plausible and do not give indications of any 
problems and the north direction offset seem to lie within the expected ±3°, see 
Figure 30. 
 

 
Figure 30: Histogram of veer calculated from the W200P vanes at 70 and 30 m (left) and 
from the CMA vanes at 50 and 10 m (right).  

 
However, the veer, measured as the direction at 70 m taken by a W200P minus the 
direction measured by the CMA vane at 50 m has a clear wind direction dependence 
as seen in Figure 31. The pattern becomes even clearer if it is balanced by the actual 
atmospheric veer, here defined as the measurement at 70 m – the measurement at 30 
and divided by two for scaling. 
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Figure 31:The difference between the W200P wind sensors at 70 m and the CMA vane 
50 m (left). The apparent error becomes clearer after the measurements are balanced 
with the veer measured between 70 and 30 m. 

 
The influence of the mast wake is expected at around 350 degrees for the W200P 
vane and at about 110 degrees for the CMA vanes. The wake effect on the CMA 
wane is expected to be smaller since the vane is mounted at the tip of a separate 
boom. The mast wakes seem insignificant and do not explain the behavior in this 
data set. The measurement indicates that the repeatability for the same brand vane is 
high. The very fine detail in the error could be an indication of a potentiometer 
problem, e.g. a non-linearity in the potentiometer in the W200P. Another, maybe 
more likely, possibility is that the observations are caused by the flow distortion 
around the mast. The Risø vane is mounted only 0.5 m away from the tower and 
could possibly experience much higher flow distortion effects than the CMA vane 
1.8 m away from the tower. 
 
The standard deviation in a 10 minute period of wind direction measurements is also 
fairly consistent for all sensors. An observed tendency for the wind direction 
variability to decrease with height can easily be explained by a smaller turbulence 
with height. 
 

4.4.2 Results on M07 
 
Measurement errors are also visible at the M07 mast, see Figure 32.  
 

 
Figure 32: Veer measurement with the Vector vanes, left, and the CMA vanes, right. 

 
In opposition to the observations at the M05 mast, it is here possible to see a wind 
direction dependency in the veer measurement taken by the same type of vanes. 
Again the pattern seen using the Vector vanes could be due to a potentiometer 
problem or possibly be due to tilted mounting. The pattern seen using the CMA 
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vanes could possibly be due to some large wake effects, best explained by the 
platform at ten meters. 
 
The results get more complicated if the wind direction measurements between two 
types of sensors are studied, see Figure 33. 
 

 
Figure 33:Observations of the difference in wind direction measurements by the different 
brand of sensors. 

 
One interpretation could be that the 70 m vane has an offset of about 10 degrees, 
concluded from the offset in the 70m-50m measurement but the lack of offset in the 
50m-10m measurement. The 30 m vane could have a problem with the 
potentiometer, which could explain the curvature in the 70 - 30 m and the 30 - 10 m 
veer measurement. The peak at 270 degrees seems to be connected to the 10 m vane. 
 
However, the new bump at 230 degrees is not visible in the comparison between 
sensor types and this phenomenon is thus probably identical for one of the two 
sensor types. It can not be dictated which sensor that is likely to give rise to this error 
but again flow distortion could be a major factor. 
 
The standard deviations in the measurement during a 10 min period at 70 to 30 m are 
similar to those obtained at M05. However, the distribution of the standard deviation 
in the wind direction measurement deviates at 10 m even in the otherwise non-
problematic wind sectors. The mean of the distribution is shifted to about 10 degrees 
in comparison with about 5 degrees at the other heights. The much larger standard 
deviation in the wind direction measurement can be an indication of a damaged vane 
fin. But could also be an effect of turbulence around the platform, although this was 
not observed at M05 which has a similar mounting. 
 

4.4.3 Conclusion on vane comparison 
Both types of vanes experiences problems with measurement accuracy. It is likely 
that CMA’s vane mounting is superior to Risø mounting where the vane is only 0.5 
m from a relatively dense tower, this also seems to be confirmed at the Risø test site 
in Denmark after careful comparison with lidar measurements. Most of the 
deviations are relatively small and will introduce relatively small uncertainties in 
estimations of AEP, especially for the M05 and M07 sites which have relatively 
uniform roughness. Flow distortion corrections for cup anemometers are wind 
direction dependent, but also these are not considerably affected by errors in the 
order of 10 degrees. Nevertheless, the potential for more accurate wind direction 
measurement is large. Errors of this magnitude are for example severe when a vane 
is used for turbine control and possibly for MCP with a long term reference. 
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It is recommended to use fairly large margins at all heights when trying to screen 
wind sectors to avoid the tower wake, for example ±20 to 30 degrees around the 
tower wake centre expected from geometry or estimated from cup ratios at one 
height. 
 
The vanes where initially expected to give consistent and accurate results and the 
vane investigation was performed after the cup anemometer comparison on M05. 
The result of the cup anemometer comparison at M05 is therefore not corrected for 
errors on the vanes. For the cup comparison on M02 and M07 the vane at 70 m was 
used for comparison and screening at all heights since it is was estimated that the 
repeatability in the wind direction values would be the highest if only one sensor was 
used. 
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5 Measurement uncertainty 
 
Wind speed measurements are performed in the wind energy industry to predict the 
production at a site, so called estimated AEP, and to verify that installed wind 
turbines work according to specifications in power curve verification tests. Three 
wind speed measurements are typically required to predict the production capacity; 
one measurement made by the turbine manufacturer which establishes a turbines 
power curve, i.e. the produced energy as a function of wind speed at hub height, one 
measurement to asses the wind climate during at least a year at the specific site, 
typically performed by the developer, and one long term measurement which is used 
to match the site assessment year to a long term reference, typically performed at an 
airport or by a meteorology institute. 
 
The turbines power response, E, to wind speed U, varies as E = U0-3 depending on 
wind speed interval. Modern turbines are typically most sensitive at 6-9 m/s which 
normally is where the most common wind speeds occur at economically viable sites. 
Uncertainty in the wind speed measurement will therefore introduce accelerated 
uncertainties in the estimation of the AEP. 
 
In this section the uncertainty in the critical wind speed and direction measurements 
are estimated with a starting point in the IEC guideline for power performance 
testing of electricity producing wind turbines. 
 

5.1 Uncertainty in wind speed measurement with cup 
anemometers according to the IEC. 
 
The IEC protocol for power performance measurements of electricity producing 
wind turbines5 operates with four sources of uncertainty in the wind speed 
measurement; due to calibration, operational characteristics of the cup anemometer, 
mounting and data acquisition.  
 
The IEC protocol does not take into account the uncertainty of tower wake data since 
power performance testing is done for strict wind sectors which do not include 
sectors where the sensors are affected by tower wakes. 
 
The calibration in a certified wind tunnel is typically referred to have a standard 
uncertainty σcalib = 0.1 m/s. Wind tunnel calibration is performed under ideal 
conditions. The uncertainty in a cup anemometers response to varying conditions, for 
example turbulence and off horizontal flow is estimated in an IEC classification. A 
tested cup anemometer type is given a class number, CA, for relatively simple flow, 
typically expected in flat terrain, and another for more complex conditions, CB. The 
number correlates to an estimated uncertainty according to equation 3. 
 

,
0.05 0.005

3 3
x

operational x
C C Uσ = + x     (3) 

 
Mounting is also associated with uncertainties both regarding the sensor tilt as well 
as regarding flow distortion. For a top mounted anemometer, which is mounted 
according to the IEC guideline, it is estimated that the standard uncertainty is 1% of 
the wind speed. If the anemometer is boom mounted uncertainty terms should be 
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added for flow distortion due to mast and boom with estimated maximum errors of 
εmast and εboom. 
 

0.01
3 3

mast boom
mounting U Uε εσ = + + U     (4) 

 
Finally the total uncertainty in the data acquisition is added, typically given a value 
of σacquisition = 0.03 m/s. 
 

5.2 Uncertainty estimates of the wind sensors used in Dongbei. 
 
The uncertainty estimates performed here assumes that the sensors were mounted 
according to blue prints and that the specific sensor and calibration was 
representative. The uncertainty calculation does not take into account tower wakes. 
 
The estimate from comparisons in low turbulence is that the Risø and CMA 
reference differ with less than 0.2 m/s. This is a large number in comparison to the 
standard uncertainty of 0.1 m/s estimated by IEC for accredited wind tunnels. In this 
calculation it is estimated that the Risø reference which is tested towards a number 
of other wind tunnels in the Measnet organization, lies within the 0.1 m/s standard 
uncertainty, the CMA reference has for the purpose of this estimate been given a 
standard uncertainty of 0.2 m/s. After matching to the Risø reference it is likely that 
the uncertainty is reduced to 0.15 m/s. 
 
All sensors are boom mounted. It has not been possible to experimentally evaluate 
the influence from the mast on the sensor, but from geometry a centre line deviation 
of 0.8% has been estimated. The influence from the boom is estimated to be 
negligible on the Risø sensor but influence the CMA sensor with approximately 2%. 
These uncertainties can be mitigated by applying correction formulas to perhaps 
0.3% and 0.5% respectively. Note that at 10 m height all tests seem to show on much 
more important flow distortions. 
 
The Risø cup has an IEC classification of 1.31 and 6.18 for class A and B flow 
complexity. The EL15-1A seem to respond fairly strongly to turbulence with about 
0.2 m/s difference in class A type flow. A rough guess on the classification it could 
obtain in IEC type A flow could be about 3.  
 
The total standard uncertainty for the Risø and the EL15-1A can according to the 
reasoning above be expressed as below and is plotted as a function of wind speed in 
Figure 34. 
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Figure 34: Standard uncertainty for the Risø and EL15-1A anemometer measurement.  

 
However, it is known that the reference uncertainty and the turbulence response 
work in different directions and will slightly balance each other. The applied 
corrections will also reduce the uncertainties drastically. The estimates can therefore 
be seen as conservative which is supported from good test results in non-complex 
terrain where the standard deviation in the measurement differences is lower than 
0.15 m/s and approximately 0.05 m/s, or 0.8 %, after corrections on M05. 
 
It is estimated that the uncertainty in the wind direction measurement of a successful 
W200P anemometer is within ±5° for flow distortion from the tower and ±3° for the 
alignment offset. However, at some sites larger errors are introduced. The 
uncertainty in a successful EL15-2D wind vane is estimated to only be due to 
alignment offset, i.e. ±3°. 
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6 Statistics of weather observations in 
2009 

 
This chapter gives an overview over the measurement results obtained by the Risø 
sensors. It is intended as a quick look up table for yearly averages but also gives the 
distributions of several of the measured parameters. The data is reported as 
measured, no replacements or corrections have been applied. 
 
The air density, ρ, has been calculated from ρ = B/(T*R0) where B is pressure in Pa, 
T is temp in K and R0= 287.05 J/kg*K 
 
The heat flux has been calculated as the difference in temperature measured by the 
two sensors, the value logged in the database, divided by distance between the two 
sensors, 60 m. 
 
 
Mast ID: M01 
Recovery yeild: 100% 
Measure Histogram Yearly 

average  
STDEV  

5.21 2.65 Wind speed 
[m/s] 

 
Wind 
direction [°] 

  

 
0.15 0.091 Turbulence 

intensity [] 
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Veer [°] 9.3 20.4 

 
Air density 1.20 0.06 
[kg/m3]  

 
Heat flux Tgrad stop working 24 February   
[K/m] 
Other  
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Mast ID: M02 
Recovery yeild: 99.99% 
Measure Histogram Yearly 

average  
STDEV  

Wind speed 
[m/s] 

7.81 3.97 

 
Wind 
direction [°] 

  

 
0.09 0.065 Turbulence 

intensity [] 

 
5.1 13.4 Veer [°] 
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1.23 0.06 Air density 
[kg/m3]  

 
0.0028 0.019 Heat flux 

[K/m] 

 
Other  
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Mast ID: M03 
Recovery yeild: 91.5% 
Measure Histogram Yearly 

average  
STDEV 
[kg/m3] 

7.39 3.62 Wind speed 
[m/s] 

 
  Wind 

direction [°] 

 
0.13 0.09 Turbulence 

intensity [] 

 
Veer [°] 3.3 17.5 
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1.13 0.055 Air density 
[kg/m3]  

 
Temperature gradient sensor failed on the 2nd 
of June 2009 

Heat flux   
[K/m] 
Other The zero m/s readings have been interpreted as bad data and is not 

included in the averages. 
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Mast ID: M04 
Recovery yeild: 100% 
Measure Histogram Yearly 

average  
STDEV  

Wind speed 
[m/s] 

7.06 3.31 

 
Wind 
direction [°] 

  

 
0.11 0.076 Turbulence 

intensity [] 

 
5.7 13.5 Veer [°] 
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1.24 0.08 Air density 
[kg/m3]  

 
Heat flux Temperature gradient sensor failed on 

September 16th 2009 
  

[K/m] 
Other  
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Mast ID: M05 
Recovery yeild: 100% 
Measure Histogram Yearly 

average 
STDEV 

7.08 3.37 Wind 
speed 

 
  Wind 

direction 

 
Turbulence 
intensity 

0.10 0.074 

4.6 15.3 Veer 
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1.25 0.079 Air density 
[kg/m3] 

 
Heat flux 0.0093 0.028 

 
Other Humidity sensor faulty 
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Mast ID: M06  
Recovery yeild: 56.03%  (started June 10th) 

STDEV [ Measure Histogram Yearly 
average  

Wind speed 
[m/s] 

6.39 2.89 

 
  Wind 

direction [°] 

 
0.11 0.07 Turbulence 

intensity [] 

 
9.77 15.9 Veer [°] 
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1.23 0.08 Air density 
[kg/m3]  

 
0.014 0.036 Heat flux 

[K/m] 

 
Other Averages and histograms only for recovered data, i.e. half a year. 
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Mast ID: M07 
Recovery yeild: 100%   

STDEV [ Measure Histogram Yearly 
average  

Wind speed 
[m/s] 

6.58 3.18 

 
  Wind 

direction [°] 

 
0.10 0.068 Turbulence 

intensity [] 

 
2.3 15.3 Veer [°] 
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1.28 0.09 Air density 
[kg/m3]  

 
0.012 0.033 Heat flux 

[K/m] 

 
Other  
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Mast ID: M08 
Recovery yeild: 100%  
Measure Histogram Yearly 

average  
STDEV  

Wind speed 
[m/s] 

4.67 2.38 

 
  Wind 

direction [°] 

 
0.15 0.088 Turbulence 

intensity [] 

 
Veer [°] 18.4 27.1 
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1.24 0.08 Air density 
[kg/m3]  

 
0.012 0.035 Heat flux 

[K/m] 

 
Other It is likely that one of the wind direction sensors is faulty 
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Mast ID: M09 
Recovery yeild: 100%  
Measure Histogram Yearly 

average  
STDEV  

Wind speed 
[m/s] 

6.42 32.84 

 
  Wind 

direction [°] 

 
Turbulence 
intensity [] 

0.10 0.072 

 
53.4 19.4 Veer [°] 
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1.26 0.08 Air density 
[kg/m3]  

 
Heat flux 0.015 0.037 
[K/m] 

Other It is likely that one of the wind direction sensors is faulty 
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7 The meteorological databases 
 
Measurement data can be found at the team site for the CMA component of the Sino-
Danish Wind Energy Development (WED) program. 
 

7.1 Formats used for Risø/CMA data 
 
Data is stored in ASCII files with header information containing the name, the unit 
and the statistical treatment for each measurement. The first four lines constitute the 
file header. Subsequent lines contain data. 
 
The first header line is the Environment Line. It consists of eight fields: file type, 
station name, datalogger model, datalogger serial number, datalogger OS version, 
datalogger program name, datalogger program signature and table name. 
 
The second header line contains channel names. This line consists of a set of 
comma-delimited strings that identify the name of individual fields as given in the 
datalogger program. These names are a combination of the variable names (or alias) 
from which data are derived and a three letter suffix. The suffix is an abbreviation of 
the data process that output the data to storage. For example, ‘Avg’ is the 
abbreviation for average, ‘Max’ for Maximum, ‘Min’ for Minimum, ‘Std’ for 
Standard Deviation and used only by CMA: ‘TMx’ for Time of Max and ‘TMn’ for 
Time of Min.  
 
The third header line identifies engineering units for that field of data. (There is an 
error in the Risø files in this line, it should say m/s where it says Hz). 
 
The fourth line of the header reports the data process used to produce the field of 
data.   
 
Subsequent lines are recorded data. The first field in each line is a timestamp and the 
second the record number. 
 
In addition to the data files data is stored in a MySQL database. MySQL is a 
relational database management system. This adds speed and flexibility. The tables 
are linked by defined relations making it possible to combine data from several 
tables on request. The SQL part of MySQL stands for "Structured Query Language" 
- the most common standardised language used to access databases. 
 
There is one database for each datalogger and one overview database containing a 
reference to the other databases. This adds up to 9 databases with data from Risø’s 
instrumentation cma01…cma09  and 11 databases with CMA measured data cma02a 
… cma09a, cmahj5, cmahl5, cmahh5. 
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8 Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

8.1 Main Summary  
 
• Wind speed, direction and air density from 12 sites in Dongbei has been taken, 
quality controlled and are available in a MySQL database. 
 
• For the year 2009 11 out of 12 sites have sufficient coverage to produce annual 
energy estimates. 
 
• Risø and CMA instrumentation have been compared. 
 
• Uncertainty estimates of the measurements have been performed. 
 

8.2 Main conclusions  
 
• At several sites consistent measurements are observed with both anemometers 
showing on impressive precision in mounting and handling of the sensors, a high 
repeatability in the sensor output and high precision in the calibration procedure. 
However, at other site the uncertainty in the measurements is larger and has to be 
estimated specifically. 
 
• The CMA anemometer is influenced by flow distortion due to its mounting and 
seems to over speed in medium turbulence. These effects can be mitigated by post 
correction. 
 
• The Risø cup anemometer has been chosen as the primary sensor. For highest 
accuracy corrected and matched CMA data should replace periods for which the 
Risø sensor is affected by wakes or lacking. 
 

8.3 Main recommendations  
 
• Follow best practices for mounting of anemometers. 
 
• Use classified wind speed sensors. 
 
• Use redundancy in instrumentation for quality control and back up if failure. 
 
• Use redundancy in memory capacity in order to obtain high recovery yields also if 
remote access fails. 
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